
Mercure meetings have limited climate change impact, with carbon emissions 

from the meeting venues offset at no extra cost to customers. 

Mercure Hotels and the Carbon Reduction Institute have joined forces for the Mercure meetings offer-

ing. Under the Mercure meetings package, the Carbon Reduction Institute calculates and offsets the 

emissions produced by meetings at Mercure Hotels across Australia. That means a Mercure meeting has 

a considerably smaller impact on global warming than meetings  at other venues.  So far the service has 

offset of over 1,700 tonnes of CO2 across  5,000 meetings nationally.  

Once they have calculated the emissions from an event  

Mercure purchases carbon offsets to ensure that the services they have provided have not 

impacted on our climate.  The Carbon Reduction Institute ensures that the offsets purchased by 

the Mercure Hotels represent an emission reduction which is real, verified, permanent and 

goes beyond business as usual.   

Every company should consider the Mercure Meeting Service for their meetings and events as a 

simple step they can take to reduce their businesses impact on our climate.  

Mercure Meetings Service 

C A R B O N  R E D U C T I O N  I N S T I T U T E  C A S E  S T U D Y  

M E R C U R E  M E E T I N G S  S E R V I C E  

NoCO2 Events Initiative 

The Mercure Meetings Service has been made carbon neutral thanks to Accor 

Hotels and the Carbon Reduction Institute. This service is available through the 

NoCO2 Events Initiative.  The Initiative enables event managers, venue managers, 

conference and exhibition organisers to measure , reduce and offset carbon 

emissions resulting from events.  For more information about this initiative visit 

www.NoCO2events.com.au 

For more information about the Mercure Meetings Service 
visit www.mecuremeetings.com.au  

To learn more about the NoCO2 events initiative, or how your 
event, venue or service can reduce its impact on climate 

change, please  contact:  

CARBON REDUCTION INSTITUTE PTY LTD  

Suite 13, 38-46 Albany St.  

St. Leonards NSW 2065  

ABN 26 122 969 233 

P: +61 2 9439 9990 F: +61 2 9439 5550  

W: www.noco2.com.au 

ACT NOW AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE! 

BUY CARBON NEUTRAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

The Carbon Reduction Institute calculates the emissions 

produced by the following services provided by Mercure for 

any meeting:  

� Heating and Cooling 

� Lighting  

� Projectors and AV system 

� Food and beverage (cooking/refrigeration and  

        embodied emissions) 

The emissions from these services are calculated based on 

the running sheet of the event using life cycle data, analysis 

by CSIRO  and emissions factors provided by the Department 

of Climate Change. 
Type of Food Emissions 

Beef 30.9 kg CO2/kg  

Lamb  25.1 kg CO2/kg  

Pork 5.3 kg CO2/kg  

Seafood 4.02 kg CO2/kg  

Poultry 2.1 kg CO2/kg  

Kangaroo 1.8 kg CO2/kg  

Vegetables 0.49 kg CO2/kg 

What are you consuming? 

The food you decide to cater your events 

with can  have varying degrees of impact 

on climate change. See the table below to 

see  an example of how your food choices 

can have higher or lower  emissions  

impacts. 

“Since certifying the Mercure Meetings Service as 

Carbon Neutral through the Carbon Reduction  

Institute, we have noticed an increase in companies 

using the service; particularly those who have a 

‘green’ conscience.” 

Nick Clarke, National Accounts Manager MICE, 

Accor Hotels Australia 



The Carbon Neutral Product logo was developed to make it easy for compa-

nies to label products which have had their climate change impact assessed 

and offset.  

 

The Carbon Reduction Institute offers comprehensive Lice Cycle Assessments (LCA) to accu-

rately determine the full cradle-to-grave greenhouse gas impact of a product or service. 

Carbon Neutral Product Logo 

C A R B O N  R E D U C T I O N  I N S T I T U T E   

C A R B O N  N E U T R A L  P RO D U C T S  

Carbon Neutral Products 

Carbon neutral products are in increasing demand by consumers and companies alike. 

Manufacturers and sellers are faced with the need to adapt to this demand if they want to 

remain competitive in an increasingly climate conscious market. Offering carbon neutral 

products is an easy and effective way of gaining a competitive advantage while attracting 

new customer.  

"We've been on this property 

for nearly a century and we 

didn't survive by just talking 

about doing things. We have 

to act now if we are to protect 

the Murray River, the environ-

ment and the planet. I want 

my children to grow up in an 

environment as clean and 

natural as the one I enjoyed as 

a young boy, which is why 

we're reducing our impact on 

climate change."  

Andrew Forbes, Managing 

Director Zilzie Wines Pty Ltd. 
For more information about how you can 
offer carbon neutral products please con-

tact CRI:  

CARBON REDUCTION INSTITUTE PTY LTD  

Suite 13 38-46 Albany St.  

St. Leonards NSW 2065  

ACT NOW AGAINST 

CLIMATE CHANGE! 

BUY CARBON NEUTRAL 

‘Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)’ 

An LCA involves a cradle to grave view 

of the greenhouse impacts of your 

product or service.  Undertaking an 

LCA is a very useful tool in the fight 

against climate change as it quantifies 

the global warming damage of a product along 

its value chain. This in turn provides consumers 

with useful knowledge about the climate change 

impacts from the purchases they make. LCAs are 

expected to become more prevalent as consum-

ers and retailers increasingly demand informa-

Logo Usage 

 

Generally, NoCO2 and LowCO2 certified 

companies have the option to offer their 

clients carbon neutral products and ser-

vices. Carbon neutral products signal to 

customers that they have no impact to-

wards climate change.  

 

Companies can even choose to release a 

carbon neutral product or range without 

becoming certified as a whole. This is often 

the first step in a company’s commitment 

to improve its environmental image.  

 

The opportunities are endless. The carbon 

neutral product logo can be printed on 

labels, bottles; jars, packaging and tags; 

basically on almost any product your com-

pany sells. 

 

Mitch Dowd Swing Tickets for Carbon Neutral Sleepwear and Underwear Range 

Right: The Carbon Neutral Product 

logo (grayscale) on the label of the 

Zilzie Wines Buloke range.  


